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Abstract
The intention of this artist statement is to demonstrate proficiency in scenic, costume and
lighting design for the theatre. These design elements were created for the production of
Clare Bayley’s play The Container, directed by Muhammad Azri Ali and presented in the
University Theatre at the University of Calgary from October 20-31, 2015. The following
essay is an outline of my process from preliminary design concepts to the fully realized
production through research and readings of the play.
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Chapter One - Journeys
1.1 The Container - A Long Journey
The process of designing The Container has been a long journey. Although the
play itself is not a particularly complicated play, its weighty subject matter, and
unconventional production history led to many problems that needed to be considered.
Clare Bayley’s play was originally produced at the Edinburgh Fringe in 2007. The
play was produced in a shipping container on the back of a truck. Bayley’s thoughts on
the play and its reason for being are quite clear on the blog documenting the original
production:
Immigration has always been an integral part of our country’s make up, and never
more so than now. Yet despite this, the coverage these stories get in much of the
mainstream media focuses entirely on a xenophobic, NIMBY-ish little Englander point of
view. The real story - the story of what people have come from, what they have gone
through to get here, and what they are confronted with when they do arrive is largely
ignored.
As a playwright, it was this I wanted audiences to understand. And if they could
get some sense of what those stories involved by experiencing them from the inside of a
container, then so much the better. (Bayley, July 31, 2007)
It is this idea, of having the audience feel and understand the journey of the
refugees, that was central to the whole experience of The Container. The original
production in Edinburgh went as far as making the container smell as if people had been
travelling for days in the truck with no access to water, or a toilet. (“The Container
resource pack”, 11) The experience was meant to be multi-sensory. The claustrophobic,
cramped space, smelling of bodily waste was as much a part of the performance as the
performance itself.
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The director, Muhammad Azri, and I from the beginning discussed how to
translate this idea into various spaces. These conversations began as early as January
2015. Those early conversations centred on the “where” this play would take place. This
play was as much about the space it takes place in as it is about the refugees. Beyond the
concept of a container, the director and I had many conversations of the location of this
“container”. The earliest conversations took us to various locals on campus and off. We
thought about various spaces in the Drama Department, beyond the theatre spaces. We
considered the various workshops, and classrooms. We considered doing it outside, in
one of the open spaces on campus. We considered bringing in a shipping container and
placing it near the off-site storage warehouse, or some other industrial area on campus.
The list of options became very long.
Part of what was always on my radar was that we would have to have a certain
number of seats for each performance. Early discussions with the Production Manager,
Don Monty, and producer and Chair of Drama, Clem Martini were that we would have to
have a minimum of 200 seats per performance. This would make it very difficult to have
a full run (two weeks) of a show in a shipping container with a maximum occupation of
cast, crew and audience of 25-30.
Bayley states on page two of The Container, just below the list of characters:
“Although this play was written to be performed in an actual container, it could
also be performed in more conventional venues” (2).
The “it could” statement, did not seem like a ringing endorsement to me, but
rather more “if you have no other choice”. This got me thinking about what this play was
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really about, and how best to represent it. This is when the idea of container as a form of
containment, both protective but also restrictive, came to life. Shipping containers are
used to ship good around the world, to protect them from the elements, to prevent them
from being stolen or being lost or damaged.
This idea of container as a form of containment both physically and
metaphorically became intrinsic to the design process. The set would become a physical
representation of containment to express the containment of the characters. That even
though it would not be an actual shipping container, and the audience not contained
inside it as the original production was done, we could get the same feeling somehow by
containing the actors in some way. The set would have to, in some way, embody to the
audience the feeling of being trapped, restrained, of danger, claustrophobia, and
containment.
It was at this time that I came to the conclusion that the design would take shape more
as an installation work than as traditional set design. There were two elements that were
important in framing the set this way. One was that I was designing an object, a container
of sorts, that would physically embody the idea of containment. The second was that,
since it was an object, that it could fit into almost any venue, and be somewhat universal
in that way. Much like a shipping container. The Container is a universal story in that
millions of migrants, not just from Somalia, Iraq or Afghanistan, pay huge sums of
money to escape their homes and be smuggled in shipping containers. The containers are
themselves universal objects, seen and recognizable around the world. The set then, as an
object, had to have a certain sense of being universal. Also like an object, it would
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occupy space, but it would not be defined by the space, unlike a set, which is often
designed with a specific space in mind. This way, no matter the venue, the object,
embodying the idea of containment, would find its home, much like shipping containers.
1.2 Changing venues
It was in late March or early April when the idea of taking the show off campus to
the containR space in the Kensington neighbourhood was proposed by Martini. This was
a proposal that the director and I were both excited about, one that would allow us to
explore the real intentions of the play.
On April 17, 2015, the director, my supervisor April Viczko, and I went to inspect
the space. My first impressions were how cold and dirty the space was. Even converted
into a theatre, the space felt unpleasant. It had everything we needed though. (Figure 1)
It had a loft a regular container does not have (Figure 2), which would work as a
space for a stage manager and technician if needed. There was access to theatre lights and
some benches for audience. It had an unfinished, lived in feeling, with graffiti on the
walls. One could imagine that perhaps in its past life, these containers, now sitting in one
of Calgary’s inner city neighbourhoods, once was the shelter, or mode of transportation
for people on the other side of the globe.
A major issue of using the containerR was limited audience space. As a student
designer, we are often pushed to only think about the “art”, about the artistic merit of
what we do. Questions of ticket sales and audience numbers is left to the professional
theatre department. However, with a producer hoping for a minimum of 200 seats
available for each performance, the containR space was problematic. The containR
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theatre has a maximum capacity of twenty-five. This number includes audience, actors,
stage manager and any technicians. The Container has a cast of six, plus a stage manager
and one technician to operate light and sound, we are left with an audience of 17 people
per night.
Through negotiations, the plan became to hold the production in two locations.
One week would be in the Reeve Theatre on campus, one week in the containR space. In
the Reve we could get some 220 people seated in an alley configuration, with a
“container” set. This would balance out the low seat numbers available to us at the
containR space. It would also allow the director and I to explore how the different spaces
affected the design and the performance of the show. Bayley’s statement the play “could
be performed” (The Container, 2) in a traditional theatre space could be compared to a
production in a shipping container. By using the two spaces, we could have answered the
question of whether this play can be performed in a more traditional space with a clear
comparison. This is important as all of the production histories I have been able to find of
The Container, are productions that have been done in shipping containers. As far as I
could discover, we would have been the first production to not perform this play in its
original format.
Issues surrounding the municipal license at containR made it impossible to
guarantee we could use the space for the dates required. In losing the containR space we
also lost the Reeve theatre, as using it for one week was incumbent on us being out of
that space for the second week of the performance run. It was this series of events that led
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us back to the University Theatre space, which is the traditional space of Drama’s first
production of the season.
Although I found dealing with the containR space a little unnerving, some choices
made in that process and earlier in January made the transition to the new space easier.
My initial idea that the design needed to be about containment, and not tied to any
specific space, was also instrumental in moving on. The issues surrounding audience size
with the containeR space also made negotiating using the University theatre in an
unconventional way easier. If the producer was willing to have one week with 200-220
seats per performance, and one with 17 per performance, perhaps he would agree to two
weeks with 110 seats. Once this had been agreed to, it made the transition into the new
theatre much smoother because it allowed me to create and configure a space I thought
would best serve the play.
1.3 The Script, The Characters and Containment
When I first read the script for The Container, my first impression was that the
script itself was not particularly strong. The dialogue was a tad pedestrian, and the
characters in some ways a little cliché. After spending parts of my youth in places like
Egypt, Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Sudan, the Palestinian occupied territories, and Israel, the
issue of people seeking refuge from war and tyrants has never been far from my own
consciousness. My father spent time in Vietnam as an observer, so the Vietnamese boat
people coming in the late 1970s and 80s were not some abstract concept, but people from
a very real place, a place that my father talked of both lovingly of its people and angrily
of the war and destruction brought upon them.
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I would say that I have become jaded on this issue knowing that these stories
happen every day, that these stories are all the same. Yet after years of seeing people flee
various wars, famines, genocides, and murderous dictators, we still can’t, in western
society, find a way to deal effectively with the problem. As the Agent, in The Container,
mentions often, European (and by implication all developed countries) governments do
their very best to make it as hard as possible for refugees to seek refuge in their countries.
The question becomes then, where do these people go?
It was on a second reading that it became clear that this play was not written for
those who have followed the issue of migration and refugees. It was written for those
who have no idea about the plight of refugees and migrants, and the lengths they will go
to escape where they are from. The simplistic language is because it is spoken by people
who have a basic knowledge of English and played by people for whom English is not
their first language. The characters are cliché because they individually represent many
people. The characters also are meant to be somewhat generic in representing a wide
range of people and the reasons why people migrate. War and tyrannical regimes are the
same everywhere. The reasons these people leave their homes are all the same. They are
not just seeking a better life, but they are often seeking the ability to go on living. Going
back to their homelands for many of these people would lead to death by war, famine, or
execution.
When you see this play as a form of political action, as a way to incite those who
fear refugees to rethink their position, this play makes more sense. The play is not about
great writing, it is about the experience itself. It is about sitting in a smelly, dark, sweaty
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shipping container for an hour with characters that range from likeable to detestable. It is
about saying at the end of a performance that you couldn’t stand one more minute in that
container. The play leaves you asking how could these people spend days, weeks,
months, living like this if you couldn’t stand being in a container for an hour? How
horrible would your life situation have to be before you put yourself in this position,
paying $10,000 or more for the “privilege” to be in smelly, dark place for days, with the
hope that you might get a better life. A better life in a country that doesn’t want you, and
is actively trying to keep you out.
If one had to distill the entire story of The Container into one single theme, it
would be that this play is about containment. Beyond the fact that the play takes place in
a shipping container, and that the original productions of this play were done in shipping
containers, the theme of containment runs very deep.
If one looks at containment as a form of entrapment, each of the five migrants,
Ahmad, Asha, Fatima, Jemal, and Mariam, as well as the Agent, are all trapped by the
circumstances of their lives. In general terms for all the characters, they are trapped to
varying degrees by war, poverty, religion, culture, and gender. Each character is affected
in different ways by this. It is these invisible containers that drive the story, manifested by
the physical shipping container they are in.
For Ahmad, he is contained by his status, his money (but lack of enough money),
age, and perhaps some past history with the Taliban. As a business man, he feels it is
beneath him to be travelling in such a manner. However he is trapped by immigration
rules and regulations. When the Agent asks Ahmad “do you have 10,000
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Pounds” (Bayley, 2007, 40) we are meant to understand that like many countries, there is
a way to immigrate as an investor. So without the 10,000 pounds, there is no visa for
Ahmad, so he must travel like the other migrants in the back of a truck.
Ahamad never tells us why he actually left Afghanistan in the first place. He
states:
I am not for the Taliban, but at least when they were in power there was no
fighting. You could run a business, live a normal life. (9)

He constantly makes disparaging comments to Mariam because she is on her own, not at
home with her husband, or father. This thinking is in line with how the Taliban see
women and their role. He also seems taken aback when Mariam tells him, during the
argument over who will pay the extra $50 the driver demands from each migrant, that it
was the Taliban that killed her husband for teaching girls. Here his shadowy past is part
of what contains him, or perhaps something he needs to contain. If he has direct ties to
the Taliban, it could open him up to threats and deportation no matter what his situation.
Asha and Fatima are contained by both poverty and their gender. They are fleeing
years of war and living on the run and in refuge camps. If we take their story at face
value, they fled the war in Somalia to end up in a refugee camp. In that time, soldiers
attacked, kidnapped and murdered Asha’s sister and her mother died. Although not
explained fully, it seemed Asha’s mother caught something by going to “get money from
men on the highway” (12). This to me seemed like Asha’s mother worked as a prostitute
to make money for her family, and died of AIDS or some other disease, not an
uncommon fate of poor women in Africa.
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Bayley however, as with the other characters in The Container, leaves some
ambiguity to these two characters. Why does Fatima bring Asha along? From Asha’s
point of view, she has been rather mistreated by Fatima and her son Nuruddin. Her line
“And Nuruddin was even worse” (37) implies that she had been assaulted (sexually) by
Fatima’s son. Somehow, in Fatima’s eyes her son can do no wrong, and Asha is property
and a burden. So Asha being as headstrong as she seems, one wonders why she is going
to see the man who abused her, with the woman who covers for him. Is her place as a girl
in her society to accept this, to become a servant? Is this the best Fatima can do for her?
This expectation that women are subservient to men, contains both Fatima and
Asha in poverty. For women in their position there are very few choices. They can either
marry, be servants, or become prostitute. For Asha, there is a form of escape, but this in
itself is also containing her. Her dream of working at Buckingham Palace is containing
her in her lack of education. In her world servants serve, and have no need for education.
However the chance of her getting a job at Buckingham Palace without a good education
are slim. By holding on to this dream, and the expectations for her in her culture, she will
forever remain trapped in poverty and dependence on men to survive. This will keep
leaving her vulnerable to people who want to take advantage of her.
Jemal is one of the few characters in this play that seems honest. Desperate to
return to England to see his wife and child. He is contained by the bureaucratic nightmare
that faces many immigrants, he spent most of his life in England but because he never
attained citizenship, he was sent to Turkey. In Jemal’s case, the British government no
longer sees Turkey as being unsafe, even if in reality this is not the case. This happens
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often, even in Canada. People fleeing Mexico due to the drug wars have great difficulty
claiming refugee status in Canada because Mexico is deemed a safe country. (Gov. of
Canada “Order Amending the Order Designating Countries of Origin”; Black, February
15, 2013) Safe however is a relative term if you are being chased by murderous drug
lords, or in Jemal’s case, persecuted for being of the wrong ethic group.
In Canada, the former Conservative government passed and received royal assent
for Bill C-24, the Strengthening Canadian Citizenship Act on June 19, 2014 (Gov. of
Canada, June 19, 2014). In their review of Bill C-24, Strengthening Canadian
Citizenship Act the National Immigration Law Section of the Canadian Bar Association
describe the bill as having an “expanded scope” (3) to revoke the citizenship of people
who hold dual citizenship. The National Immigration Law Section lists reasons for the
revoking of citizenship ranging from spending too much time abroad (2) to conviction of
terror offences, in or outside of Canada (4-5). In one case, that of Saad Gaya, convicted
as part of the Toronto 18 terror plot, even being born in Canada was not enough
(Crawford and Mas, October 1, 2015). Because he was considered to be dual national
with Pakistan, the government wanted to send him to a country he has never lived in. All
one needs to do is read or watch news reports daily to see that western countries are now
trying harder and harder to tighten their borders. Jemal is a representation of all those
caught in the middle. He ends up in a way stateless. Not welcome in what is his true
home, England, nor his ancestral home of Turkey.
Of all the characters in this play, Mariam is the one I sympathized with the most.
Not just because it seems her fate is the most tragic, but because she represents in many
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ways the horror of women and migration. She is truly contained by the attitudes towards
women in her culture and in the west.
In many ways she is the opposite of Fatima and Ahmad. She is kind, and selfless.
She shares her food, and she tries to get Asha to have greater aspirations for herself. We
find out that she is pregnant. This fact however is only obvious to Asha, which means she
can’t be too far along in her pregnancy. Mariam states “ I was in Milan for a month. But I
left my country three months ago” (6). Though she “nods” (15) when Asha asks her if her
husband knew if she was pregnant, the timeline seems suspicious. Leaving this open,
means that we the audience are left wondering what other misfortunes has she endured
along the way?
Mariam is contained by being a refugee woman and being alone. It makes her
vulnerable to exploitation, rape and sexual assault. The Agent tells her that as a refugee
woman she knows “how to pay” (33) to continue on the journey. Is this how she became
pregnant? Was it some other agent, or some other man that raped her and got her
pregnant? Did she engage in sex work to earn the money to pay the Agent? These
conditions alone would be detrimental to her health, and open her up to the same fate as
Asha’s mother. Being in unsanitary conditions and under constant threat of physical and
sexual assault adds further serious potential medical complications to Mariam and her
baby. She has no one to help her and protect her, and needs to get to safety. Will she get
to that safety in time, or will she succumb to the terrible conditions and situation which
surrounds her?
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The agent poses problems in this play. He is meant to be the arch villain, but is he
really? One could argue he is contained by rules and by greed. Can we take his argument
that “I help people like you” (Bayley, ”The Container" 22) at face value? In the face of
countries trying to make it harder and harder for refugees and migrants to enter, he is
helping people beat the system. However the costs are exorbitant, and the conditions
these people travel in are less then ideal. The agent does not provide adequate food or
water to the migrants in the truck. He also demands more money from them. When one
character, Mariam, refuses to pay she is taken from the truck to an audibly terrible fate.
So despite his adamant protests that he is only there to help, his actions show a ruthless
man only in it for himself. He is contained by his greed and self delusions that he is
helping these people.
It is this ambiguity in the script and characters that gave me great pause as I
started my design process, for the costumes and set. The containment of these characters
is what led me to design a set that embodied containment. It also meant that the costumes
would have to somehow reflect each character’s personal containment in some way and
that the costumes would both fill in some of the ambiguity for the audience, but also help
the actors find specificity in the characters.
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Chapter 2 - Designing Politics
2.1 The Politics of Space
The space, and its configuration became important considerations. If we were
going to build a container, then how would the audience view it?
The practical consideration was that the narrow ends of the container would be
almost useless as viewing points. One would be the door, and there would need to be
enough room for it to open and close. Also, anyone seated at the ends would have had to
look down the whole length of the container, and the sight lines would have not been very
good.
In order for the audience to get a good view, an alley configuration, or
parliamentary configuration, would be best. I also like this configuration because it is
confrontational. The audience is not only confronted with the action on the stage, but
with itself. In this configuration the audience itself and its reactions become part of the
experience of the play. This was a way to include the audience as part of the play had
they been inside an actual shipping container. The parliamentary configuration, would
also be a nod to the call for political action this play could hope to incite.
Because this play in its original form is meant to create discomfort, I wanted to
find as many ways as possible to create a sense of unease for the audience. Beyond being
in a confrontational space, being able to disrupt and misuse a space was also something I
thought would create a level discomfort similar to being inside a shipping container.
There is a long history of performance art being used to disrupt spaces usually not
meant for performances. Artists like Coco Fusco and Guillermo Gómez-Peña work Two
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Undiscovered Amerindians (Figure 3) toured various cities in Europe and America. In
this performance art piece, the artists dressed in exotic costume, spoke a made up
language, and performed native tasks (O’Reilly 100) while in a golden cage in various
public spaces. The tour included stops in the Plaza Colòn in Madrid and Covent Garden
in London (Taylor, 163).
Fusco and Gómez-Peña did this in order to catch people off guard so that their
beliefs and perceptions (of indigenous people) would become more apparent (O’Reilly
100). By placing themselves in cages dressed in native costume in very public and well
known spaces, their presence disrupted the normal goings on of those places. Had these
performances been done in a theatre, people would have had to go out of their way to see
the performance, and could have chosen not to go. By performing them in a public space
and disrupting that space, it was easier to catch people off guard.
So my question became, can we do something similar in a space where people are
accustomed to for performance? In creating a theatre within a theatre, I hoped to catch
people off guard. By forcing them through an unfamiliar entrance usually reserved for
actors and crew, by making them walk across the stage, to a new theatre they were
unfamiliar with, I hoped that it would create a sense of unease and that this uneasiness
would help set the stage for the ordeal of the characters in the play.
Using the upstage area behind the proscenium was also deliberate. The area
created a more enclosed space than had we used the traditional seating of the theatre. By
cramming the audience into a tight space, up against the back wall of the stage, one they
were not accustomed to, was also an idea to create a certain level of uneasiness. In this
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way, the architecture of the space would form its own container for the audience. By
placing the audience and set in the more confined space I hoped to create a feeling of
being contained for the audience as well.
It was also important, in my view, that we not hide the natural and seating area of
the University Theatre. I did not want to mask, or hide where we were. In most theatre
performances there is some form of hiding the back stage or areas we are not meant to
see. This is not something I wanted for this performance. This is why the doors to the
shops and wings were left open and no attempt was made to hide or mask anything in the
theatre space. The set was meant to invade a space, and be somewhat out of place.
Although I used the architecture of the University Theatre to my advantage in this
particular performance of The Container, I felt that the design of the container is
universal enough that it could be re-mounted and done in an other space. Much like the
cages of Fusco and Gómez-Peña work, this container could adapt to any space or place.
This is a question that might be answered when we re-build the container in the Reeve
Secondary space for a presentation during 2016 Congress of the Humanities and Social
Sciences in June.
The choice of using a single entrance, one the audience is not accustomed to, was
to further create a sense of disruption and discomfort. Using the vomitorium and forcing
the audience to see the back stage area was both a way to disrupt the usual proceedings of
theatre attendance by letting them in the back door so to speak. I did this in an attempt to
disrupt the audience’s expectations. I also felt there was something symbolic using the
same entrance and exit for not only the audience but for the actors as well.
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2.2 The Embodiment of Containment
It was early in the process that I felt we needed to have a physical representation
of containment on the stage. It felt important that in some way the actors be physically
contained, not just metaphorically so. It was also important to figure out a way of
containing the audience as well.
One could argue that building a separation between the actors and the audience
would be problematic. It was my sense from the beginning that placing the audience in
the container in the original production was to cause discomfort. It was my theory that we
could cause a certain level of discomfort by separating the audience physically from the
actors and turn them into voyeurs.
In my research I came across an art project in Vienna in 2000 called Foreigners
out! Schlingensiefs Container by Christopher Schlingensiefs. In this project, made to
mock TV shows like Big Brother, a dozen asylum seekers lived in a container over a
period of time. Using CCTV for broadcasting, the people inside the container were filmed
much as they would be on the television shows that inspired this project. The twist in this
project was that people voted not just to have the asylum seekers removed from the
container, but deported. Reading about this project helped me develop ideas about
voyeurism in our society, and how to use it to the benefit of telling the story of this play.
Since The Container and Foreigners out! Schlingensiefs Container both attempt to get
people to re-think the issues surrounding refugees, there was some parallels worth
exploring.
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In broad terms voyeurism has become about watching other people, generally
without their knowledge, and gaining pleasure (of some sort) from it. There is a form of
social contract in theatre where the audience peers into the lives of the characters on stage
because a fourth wall has been removed, and the actors, in character, generally behave as
if no one is watching. So although theatre is on a certain level voyeuristic, it is socially
acceptable because everyone involved has consented. Reality TV and social media
however have blurred these lines. Although everyone involved with Foreigners out!
Schlingensiefs Container or TV shows like Keeping Up With the Kardashians and Big
Brother, have agreed to be filmed, the use of CCTV cameras gives us this illusion that we
are watching something private, or without consent.
In the process of designing The Container, I began asking myself what would
happen if the fourth wall went back up. Would a physical barrier act like the CCTV
cameras on Big Brother and give us the illusion we were watching something private and
without consent? Would it help suspend disbelief enough in that we think we are
watching something illicit, though everyone deep down knows it’s a performance? Could
I blur the lines of the social contract that is theatre and the harsh reality of the story to
create a feeling of discomfort, that maybe what we are watching is real? This idea of
voyeurism and creating a physical barrier was meant to replace being in the physical
container of the original production. Not in a way to undermine the production or the
playwright, but rather create the same sense of unease, not by inclusion, but rather
exclusion.
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At one point early in the design process, the director and I had considered using
cameras and then broadcasting the play. I thought however that this would make the
audience lose the urgency that there is in a live performance. It was then that using the
plexiglass became a solution. The plexiglass not only allowed the audience to become
voyeurs of the characters and the action on stage, but it enabled the audience to become
voyeurs of both themselves and the other audience members. With the right lighting,
there would be moments where the audience would not only see the other audience
members across the way, but also see reflections of themselves and their own reactions in
the glass in front of them.
Unlike watching a performance on a television or a screen, in theatre the audience
becomes part of the performance. In the case of our container, if the audience could not
physically be in the container like this play was originally produced, they could still be a
part of it by both voyeurism and their own reflections in the plexiglass.
The space also helped in this idea of containment. The plexiglass and
configuration of the audience seating allowed the audience to become part of the
production visually. Placing the set in the back stage area of the proscenium stage also
allowed us to contain the audience. This became integral to the design concept. If we
could not contain the audience in the container itself, then how to get them to feel that
sense in some other way? Using the natural architecture and structure of the theatre
allowed us to accomplish this. The alley/parliamentary configuration allowed the gaze of
the audience onto itself to also form a type of containment. This is important because if
this play is a call to action, a call to get us to better understand the plight of refugees as a
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whole, the audience needed to feel their own containment. Containment in our fear of
refugees, fear of speaking out, fear of the unknown. The containment of the audience
(much like in being in a tight and locked container) would also contain them into
watching the performance. Shifting in your seat, closing your eyes to avoid the action on
the stage, or leaving becomes problematic when doing so can be scrutinized by all the
audience members. Realizing that you are a voyeur, also comes with the realization that
you are also the subject of others voyeurism, creating a loop of unease for everyone.
The next step was to focus on the aesthetics of the container. Containers are often
thought of as metal, however depending on the use of the container, they are at times
lined with wood to protect the objects being shipped. The idea of a wood panelled
moving truck came to mind as the inspiration for the container for these characters
(Figure 4). This gave a way into investigate the materials that would be needed to build
the framing of the container. The doors were inspired by the swinging doors of shipping
containers (Figure 5), but were modified into wood to create a consistent aesthetic.
It was at this point that I did my first drafting and rendering of the set. In the
process of drafting the set, I drafted all the individual pieces of lumber, plywood and
plexiglass, and then assembled them in a 3D model of the set (Figure 6). This original
drafting was completed in early June 2015. It stayed this way up to the design
presentation. In my time in Prague, at the Quadrennial, and the following travel to
Germany and Denmark the idea of the set as a piece of installation art was cemented.
There was one particular work I saw in my travels that made me feel I was on the right
track. This work was at the National Gallery of Denmark. In an exhibit entitled What
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Makes a Home? was a work by FOS and Kennth A. Balfelt suggesting a camper. (Figure
7). The project was created as a meeting/common space for men in a homeless shelter to
give them a sense of something familiar. Though the object was shaped like a camper, it
is covered in fish like scales and has a sparse interior. That its shape and size were
enough to suggest to everyone that it was a camper trailer, reminded me that suggestion
and familiarity of objects is often enough to convince an audience. Even though my final
size for my container was a little off actual container size (at 32 feet), the shape and size
were enough to suggest what it was. The camper’s political nature, in creating a familiar
space for homeless men, linked to the idea of a stylized container as a political object and
space. It also was important that the container, like the camper, was familiar enough to
the audience to illicit an emotional response. If the camper was meant to illicit feelings of
home for those without one, our container had to illicit real feelings of anger at the
situation and empathy for those who have to subject themselves to the claustrophobic
environment.
2.3 Grounding the Set in Reality
With a very stylized shipping container, I felt necessary to make the objects the
actors interact with as real as possible. If the objects were as stylized as our container, we
would run the risk of trivializing the story by turning into something completely unreal.
We needed to find a way to ensure that in the spirit of the play we gave people as real an
experience of being a refugee as possible. This I felt could be achieved by ensuring the
properties and set dressing were grounded in a contemporary reality.
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I added boxes and shipping pallets to my design (Figure 7) as required by the
script (3). As this piece takes place in Europe, I felt the boxes has to be as generic as
possible. I didn’t want familiar North American brands like U-Haul making their way
into the space, as this could have created confusion as to the location of the play. I
therefore chose to keep the boxes as generic as possible. The director asked for boxes big
enough that actors could hide inside. We used wardrobe boxes as they were not only big
enough, but the natural structure of the boxes with a folding flap would make getting in
and out of the boxes easier for the actors. A number of boxes would also have to be
fortified in order to be used by the actors to sit and stand on. This would also give the
boxes some weight, as if they actually contained some kind of cargo when the actors
pushed or picked up the boxes in the play.
I wanted the cargo pallets, like the boxes, to be as real as possible. It was agreed
early in the process to source pre-made and used pallets instead of building new ones. It
became (at times) a little obsessive to try and keep these objects as real as possible
because I wanted them to look like real-world objects, as opposed to objects that looked
like props. It is perhaps the notion of installation that made me want these objects to have
a life and story of their own; that they were found-objects as opposed to scenic pieces.
Again because of the stylized nature of the container itself, I wanted some things to be
very real. This is a theme that would permeate in the other design areas, including
personal props, costumes and lighting.
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2.4 Clothing For People
Early in the process of designing the costumes a few questions emerged that
drove the design. Do I dress these characters in traditional ethnic costumes? How do I
remain sensitive to cultural and religious aspects of the cultures these characters come
from? What is the balance between dressing characters living in a contemporary world,
and their cultural background? My thought was to not define these characters only by
where they were from but on who they were as people. I would then add to that the
context of where they were from, why they were leaving, and where they were hoping to
arrive. In our globalized world, clothing and style are becoming more homogenous. At
the same time western dress and brands could be seen as aspirational. So to define the
characters in a contemporary sense by using only traditional ethnic dress would have
been in my opinion a disservice to the characters and the play.
More than any of the other areas of design, the costumes in this play were drawn
from my own memories of travelling and living in parts of the world where these
characters come from. My first decision about the general aesthetic of the costumes was
that the characters needed to feel as if they were either holding on to something from
home, or that he or she found the garments along the way. With the exception of the
agent, the characters in the container have been on the road for some time, without access
to showers or laundry services. Their costumes had to, in part, reflect this. The costumes
also had to reflect for some characters their religion, culture and country of origin. For
other characters, it was important that their clothing reflect their status, both true and
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perceived. Finally, for some characters I felt their costumes needed to portray a certain
sense of aspiration.
For Ahmad it was memories of small business men in places like Syria, Egypt and
Lebanon that came to mind. My memories of the shop owners in Cairo, Damascus, Israel,
and Lebanon were of men in suits, but because of heat they wore no ties. The look is
completed with dress shoes, mostly slip-ons or loafers. Most of the men also had some
form of facial hair. Moustaches and beards were common across the Middle East. But no
matter what, they never looked scruffy, they were always well kept. I also researched
images of Afghan business men. Some of my inspiration also came from pictures of
Ahmad Wali Karzai, the (now deceased) brother of the former president of Afghanistan
Hamid Karzai (Figure 8). These memories and research led to the choice of costume for
Ahmad (Figure 9). A slightly dated, but still good suit would form the base. This was
worn with a white dress shirt, no tie, and a pair of black, slightly dated loafers. Something
a frugal, proud man, would wear. I asked actor not to shave for this production. This was
both for cultural reasons and because Ahmad had been on the road for weeks, with no
access to proper washing facilities, shaving would not be possible.
For the character of Mariam, I had to balance quite a few things to get the
costume right. From the script we know that she defied the Taliban to teach girls, even
after her husband was killed for doing the same. This part of the story gave me the
impression that Mariam was not only a strong woman, but one that did not agree with the
way women were treated in her country. During the time I was doing my research, I was
watching CNN’s show Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown. One episode focused on
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Beirut. In this episode he interviewed a young Syrian woman named Rawan in a café,
where musicians and artistic people hang out (Anthony Bourdain, 34:35). Over beer she
talks about how she had to flee Syria because her father acted against the government
during the Arab Spring of 2011. Her visa in Lebanon is about to expire and she fears
being sent back. It was obvious to me, knowing the situation in the Middle East, that in
her case being a modern woman, no head covering, drinking beer (Figure 10), would
make her a target of Daesh (or ISIS), and her family connection a target of the
government. This predicament reminded me of Mariam. She has nowhere to go. The
Taliban are after her, and the Afghan government either unable or unwilling to help. It
also reminded me of old pictures of Afghanistan before the Taliban (Figure 11), where
women were very westernized. That at one point in time, not that long ago, Afghanistan
was a very different place. I believed it was possible that Mariam was raised with those
different values. Was her husband? I pictured Mariam as a contemporary educated
woman and her clothes reflected this. Confident and a little bold, just like her (Figure 12).
I would leave it up to the actor if the character should wear a head covering. I chose a
simple light silk scarf, much like the one in the picture of a young Afghan woman from
the National Geographic (Figure 13).
The costume for Asha was more about her dreams of a better life than anything
cultural. Asha dreams of working in Buckingham Palace for the Queen. This dream made
me surmise that she wants a more western way of life. This is understandable if we take
the way she has been treated by her aunt and cousin. I imagined her acquiring a pair of
sneakers, jeans and t-shirt on her journey to look more western. These are items she most
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likely picked up along the way, perhaps even when she landed in Greece or Italy from the
boat crossing. These clothes are probably casual as well as a little worn and dirty as she is
told she will need to “smartened up” by Jemal (45) before she meets the Queen. In
searching for her costume pieces, it became important that they were western, but not
expensive (Figure 14). Her shoes, a pair of sneakers, became an important part of this. I
chose to use Champion sneakers from PayLess. My reasoning for this was that I wanted
them to have a certain brand, but one that would not be too expensive. In my time in the
middle east, and traveling, I noticed that western brands, regardless of their diminished
cachet in western countries, often carry cachet and desirability in non-western countries. I
also chose the bright pink sneakers as a way for Asha to express her desire for something
better, brighter. It would also help contrast with her more traditional aunt, Fatima, and
help create a point of visual tension between the two.
The character of Fatima, I chose to keep the most traditional in dress. Her
treatment of Asha, and the reverence for her first born son, gave me the impression that
her character was someone who would hold on to the more traditional aspects of her
culture. She is the only character I felt would consistently wear some kind of traditional
head covering. The only garment in my original design of the costume that would be non
traditional were trousers (Figure 15). My original thought is that these trousers were, like
her sweater, items she picked up along the journey because her original clothes had
become ruined en route from East Africa to Europe. I chose a sweater as an important
part of her costume using my own memories of living in Cairo. Cairo, being further north
then Somalia, gets somewhat colder in winter than where Asha and Fatima are from. Yet
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it was striking to me that in winter, which meant daytime temperatures in the high teens
and low twenties celsius, some people wore winter coats. I imagined in my head, after a
long cold trip across the Mediterranean, she grabbed a sweater from a pile of clothes
offered her by some kind people in order to keep warm. The shoes for Fatima had to be
simple and not very flashy, in contrast with the colourful sneakers Asha wears. I chose
simple black flats, something both practical, but also modest and comfortable.
Jemal was the one character I identified with the most style wise. Having already
spent most of his life in England, his clothing would be by far the most western and to
me, stylish. His clothes were a way for him to hold on to England and to his old life. I
based his style on football (soccer) influenced street styles. His base would be a pair of
Adidas sneakers and track jacket, a brand t-shirt, and skinny jeans (Figure 16). The
sneakers I chose are black Adidas Samba style shoes, as they are a retro-street style based
on soccer cleats. His jacket a standard Adidas Firebird track jacket, which is a retro-styled
jacket that comes in a wide variety of colours. I chose skinny style jeans as they are
currently in fashion. His t-shirt (although not shown in the costume collage) was to be a
British football team shirt (Liverpool, Chelsea or Manchester United). Again, like the
character of Ahmad, I felt the character of Jemal would not be clean shaven. For Jemal it
was a combination of not being able to shave on the road, and the current fashion of
growing beards in western culture.
The Agent, a Turk, in my mind, looked western in style. Jeans, a plain shirt, and
some casual boots were my initial design ideas (Figure 17). I spent some time observing
how men in their 30s and 40s dressed both in Prague and in the rest of my European trip
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in the summer of 2015. I wanted a look that was banal, but still clean.The Agent should
wear clothes that would not grab attention; this is important for a man who is trying to be
forgettable and go without notice.
2.5 Using Collage for Costume Rendering and Building the Model.
In my process of design, I struggled with both how to render the costumes and
how to build the model. With both, I felt it was important to give some sense of
authenticity to them.
In the case of the costumes, this took the shape of using a collage technique in
Autodesk Graphic. Throughout the process I became like a magpie, searching the internet
for images of the actual items I wanted the characters to wear. In a way, that picking
items as I went, became how I imagined the characters found their own clothes. These
collages became a patchwork of items each character would find on their journey, that in
the end would make up their individual costumes (Figures 9, 12, 14-17).
Since I had never worked with collage in costume rendering, this process became
a technique I explored further in class work for contemporary plays. There was
something interesting in sourcing exact items and putting them together that for me made
them more real than had I sketched them. This technique also allowed me to add the faces
of the actors to the collage, making each collage individual to each actor and character.
This process continued with the maquette. I was originally going to send the 3D
drafting files to be printed by a 3D printer. This is a technique that I have been exploring
throughout my time as a M.F.A. candidate, and have found it useful in obtaining accuracy
in model building.
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For The Container however, a 3D printed model felt wrong. Even though I drafted
the set in 3D, I had gone through the effort of rendering all the items in the drawings into
the correct materials, I felt that like the costumes renderings, the model would have to
reflect a certain amount of authenticity to the material choices of the aesthetic. I then
chose to build the model out of scale lumber from a hobby shop (Figure 18-19). In the
end, I was happy with the result because the model was in the true spirit of the set. Had I
printed the model it would have been made of plastic which, even painted, would have
given the director, cast, and technical staff a phoney quality I was trying to avoid. Once
the model was built, I used miniature cut outs of the collages for the actors in costume as
my scale people in the set. I hoped that this would help the director in his blocking.
2.6 Lighting the Way.
When I was initially asked to work on The Container as my thesis project, I felt
that it was important that the lighting as well as set and costumes was an integrated
design process. This was because on the first reading of the play I felt that the lighting
would not be overtly complicated, but that it would be integrated into the set somehow,
and not separate from it.
At first, the director and I wanted to hold true to the original production and have
the play lit with flashlights. This would help ground the play in an actual container, which
when moving would be dark, and the people inside may not have access to natural or
overhead light.
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It became apparent through the rehearsal process that if the whole show was lit in
this manner, it may become hard on the audience to see everything. Azri and I talked
about using some form of industrial lighting instead of conventional theatre lights.
I became interested in using industrial florescent lights because I wanted the light
to be harsh and unpleasant. Actual trucks use a variety of lighting fixtures, or none at all.
Because I saw the lighting as an extension of the set installation, I chose to use industrial
light fixtures more attune to warehouses. Although this was not consistent with the
interior of a truck, I felt that the aesthetic of the harsh light would help in creating a
starkness to the containment of the actors.

Chapter 3 - Building and Changing Politics
3.1 Presentations and Production Meetings
The first design presentation with the Director of Production Don Monty and
stage carpenter Scott Freeman on July 29, 2015 was a short affair. The initial meeting was
to cost the construction of the set and discuss materials. From that meeting we discussed
the need to use 1/4” plexiglass. It was important to me that although the cost was rather
high, the thicker plexiglass would be required to give the container more structural
integrity and provide the best visibility for the audience. In order to give the audience as
much open sightlines as I could, I used minimal framing and structure. This meant the
1/4” plexiglass was needed to hold the structure together; I felt the thinner plexiglass
would compromise the clarity of the audience’s view due to warping.
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A few days after this meeting, Monty replied by e-mail with the cost. The
Plexiglass alone would cost almost the entire set budget ($2608 of $3000). I assured
Monty that the cost savings in costumes and props would more than cover an overage in
the set budget. I was confident that in the end, this would best serve the production.
Costume presentations were not until September 1, 2015. During the month of
August, I created the costume collages, and presented them to Roberts Roberts and
Halina Supernat in wardrobe. The initial costume meeting was short, much like the initial
set design presentation. Roberts and I had a short discussion about pulling and buying. I
wanted to make sure we looked in stock first, as I was sure most of the costume pieces
could be found there. We talked about a timetable for when we could pull and shop for
the missing pieces.
The first production meeting occurred on Friday, September 4, 2015. The first
production meeting was again a short presentation of the design, including the model and
drafting. The meeting overall was pretty straight forward, as were all the subsequent
meetings. It was my intention to make sure most questions were answered as the process
evolved, and not let it get to the point where the needed discussion took place in
production meetings.
3.2 Building a Container
The building of the set went very well. A few modifications of note happened
during the building process.
Most notably were the decisions over the doors and how they would be closed and
locked. Scott and I looked at some various types of hardware. I chose large metal pin
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locks and matching industrial hinges for the doors. In conversation with Scott, it was
decided to only have one functioning door to help with the general structural integrity of
the container. However, I gave a note to ensure that a groove along the edge, shallow
enough to be seen without losing structural aspects, was made to keep up the illusion of
two (functioning) doors.
In using the sliding pin locks we were, in effect, locking the actors in the
container. This choice was important because it gave the audience the impression that the
characters could not escape the container. Monty’s concern was that we had to have some
way of letting the actors out in case of an emergency. I designed a secret exit in the
upstage end of the container, opposite the door, that the actors could use to escape if
necessary.
3.3 Fittings and the Costume Process
The first step for Roberts and I was to start pulling from stock. In one session we
managed to pull most of what I needed. A suit, shirt and shoes for Ahamad; a sweater and
pants for Fatima; jeans for Asha; jeans, shirt and leather jacket (an addition), for The
Agent; Jeans and a blouse for Mariam. I knew from the beginning most of the shoes were
the pieces we would have to buy, as well as most of the costume items for Jemal.
Fittings started on September 22, 2015 with the character of Fatima. This first
fitting was perhaps the most educational for me. Azri had asked someone to come teach
us about hijabs, and how they are worn. Safa Abida came to the fitting, and we spent
most of the time talking about hijabs and the various styles of them.
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With Safa’s help, we settled on a way for the character of Fatima to wear a hijab
(Figure 20) We decided on a more traditional style, as I felt that would suit the character
and her need to hold on to tradition. This included a black headband to keep the actor’s
hair more controlled. At first I was scared that the actors natural hair would make it hard
to wear the hijab. However in researching hijabs and with Safa’s advice, the use of a
black headband would both keep the hair down, and also frame face better, as with many
wearers of hijabs.
During this fitting we also decided to change the pants to a long skirt for Fatima.
The actor felt she needed something that gave her more movement then the pants we
chose, since she spent a long time crouched in a box at the beginning of the play. I also
felt at first glance that the pants did not feel right for her character. We also decided that
the sweater we pulled needed to be dyed a darker grey colour.
After the initial fitting with the character of Fatima, I had a conversation with
Roberts about the style and construction of the skirt. I chose a grey stretch fabric. The
skirt would be long and be simple in shape with an elastic at the waist. The shape and
length were more appropriate for a conservative muslim woman, and the stretch fabric
and elastic waste would solve the problem of comfort for the actor (Figure 21).
The second fitting that day was with the character of The Agent. We added a
leather jacket I had pulled from stock that was not in the original design. I felt that with
just the shirt and jeans he looked too clean, and that the leather jacket helped better define
his character. The sneaker-style boots we purchased instead of the desert boots in the
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original design also felt like they better suited the character. Everything we pulled and
purchased worked in this case, so this first fitting was the last for The Agent (Figure 22).
The following day we had a fitting with the character of Asha. Roberts had
purchased two t-shirts similar to the one in my design, one green one burgundy. I opted
for the burgundy as it looked better on the actor. The pink and blue Champion sneakers
from Payless and the jeans we pulled worked (Figure 23). I decided later to roll up the
jeans, and to offer the actor a scarf that she could wear as a hijab if she felt her character
needed one. The actor felt as I did, the character of Asha would not wear a hijab, so it was
cut.
On September 24, we had our fitting with the character of Jemal. I chose slightly
different Adidas sneakers than in the original design because I thought they looked nicer
than the original pair I placed in the collage. The rest of the items were exactly as
designed, so this was a easy fitting (Figure 24).
In the fitting with Mariam, the jeans and blouse (which was very close to the one
in the collage) we pulled, as well as the white canvas sneakers all worked. As with the
character of Asha, I added a scarf to the costume, to be worn if the actor chose to. The
actor and I chose a more loose style of headscarf seen in Afghanistan for her head
covering. (Figure 25)
In the fitting with Armin, the suit, shirt and shoes all looked fine. I was hoping to
avoid using a fat suit. I thought at first that the ill fitting suit and shirt might be enough.
In either case, the suit and shirt we pulled were the right look for the character. Slightly ill
fitting, not particularly fashionable, but still looking like a business man. The shoes,
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which we also pulled, although not exactly like those in the collage, were close enough,
and still suited the character (Figure 26).
3.4 The Weight of Ahamad
Of all the costume decisions, my initial decision to not use a fat suit or padding to
give Ahmad more visual heft was one I struggled with throughout the design process. The
script has direct references to him being “fat” (7). However, in my sometimes single
mindedness of choosing real items for the characters, especially the costumes, I was
hesitant to use any fakery.
It was unfortunately something I left to the last minute. Thankfully Viczko came
and assisted with fitting a padded suit on Ahmad at the last dress rehearsal on October 19.
To be honest, I am not sure I ever liked it. I am also not sure if I had added it sooner, we
could have made it look better. Part of the issue was that the actor, one I had worked with
before at a heavier body weight, had been actively trying to loose weight. So my memory
of him as being heavier, created a false hope somewhere in my mind.
The director did not want to make a line change, something he didn’t give me a
reason for, so I had to do something. So at the last minute, I added a padded suit. The
lesson I learned from all of this is that hoping the problem will go away, won’t make it go
away. Had I tackled it sooner, a better solution may have presented itself with more
research.
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3.5 Props
The properties in the container are not numerous, but have to be specific. This
meant a lot of shopping and searching to find specific items that would fit both the
situation and location of the play
The first and most important were the shipping pallets and boxes. The pallets I
designed were 4’ X 3’. These stayed that way until Julia Wasilewski, the properties
master, suggested smaller ones that would allow for more room in the container. It was at
the point that I also chose to use a plastic pallet that came with a shipment of lights for
the Reeve Theatre. This pallet was stronger than wooden pallets and of a good size. This
would create a little more variety in the environment of the container.
The boxes also had to come in various sizes. Azri and I discussed the use of
wardrobe boxes as he wanted to have two boxes big enough for actors to hide in. I then
chose some boxes both 14” X14” and 24” X24”. These would have to have some
structure placed in them in order for the actors to use them as seats. I asked for the most
generic boxes possible because I did not want markings from Canadian or North
American companies on them. Wasilewski hunted down boxes with no markings on
them.
The gun was one of the hardest choices I had to make. I settled on using a
completely fake gun. The script is clear that the gun is broken (32), and needed to look
old and like it would not work. Julia explained that even a decommissioned, broken
firearm came with a great deal of paperwork. Having gone through these issues in the
past, I entertained the idea of using a completely fake handgun. Julia and I looked
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through all the prop handguns in stock, and the one that had the shape most like an old
gun Mariam would have gotten from her father was found. Wasilewski then painted the
handgun to look more real. From a close distance it passed enough as a broken old gun.
The food was also a difficult choice. The food and water in the play would have to
reflect to some degree either the ethnicity of the characters and the location of the play in
Europe. When Mariam arrives and shares her bread, chocolate, and water, we are in Italy.
Julia and I went to the Italian Centre Grocery store, and picked out water and chocolate
with Italian labels on them. As for the bread, I chose it to be pita bread. Even though it is
not native to Italy, it would be more to the taste of someone from a west asian
background. When I was in Europe last summer, I noticed many Middle Eastern bakeries
in Germany and Denmark. It would not be a stretch to believe that they would exist in
Milan as well, which is where Mariam had been staying.
The script also describes the characters as eating out of tins of food (40). In the
stage directions they are already eating out of the tins, which the actors grabbed in a
blackout between scenes four and five. Azri wanted to stage this differently, having the
agent bring on the food, thus eliminating the blackout.
This choice meant there could be an awkward transition if we had to have actors
using can openers to open tins of food. The food also had to be food the actors would eat,
and would look like it could be found in Italy or France. In the same Italian grocery store
we found cans with pull-tab lids with various Mediterranean foods such as bean salads
and stuffed vine leaves from Turkey. These also came with their own plastic forks. I
could easily imagine the Turkish agent buying these to feed the other characters. Wasi-
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lewski and I bought a variety of these, and she created a buffet for the actors during a
rehearsal so they could report back to us which they would prefer to eat.
The flashlights were also props that required to be purchased. Again, I wanted
them to have a certain generic, but inexpensive look. Only the Agent got a more
expensive Maglite-style flashlight. We also sourced a few camping type lanterns to be
used to create more light.
On page 10 of The Container, not long after her entrance, Mariam throws up. This
created a problem on several levels. How would the actor vomit? How would it get on
stage? Both Wasilewski and I did some research from which we settled of the idea of a
plastic bladder in the actor’s bag. Monty did not want us to use any solid food for health
and safety reasons, as it could seep under the container and not be cleaned thoroughly
after each performance. Wasilewski suggested we use thickened green tea. It took several
attempts with the actor to get the consistency of the liquid right. We were blessed that this
part of the play occurs early on, when only flashlights were being used. This meant that
we had some grace in how real this would need to look.
We also needed to have buckets, both to clean up the tea and to be used as a prop
toilet. We used an old dirty paint bucket that needed no extra touching up as the toilet
bucket, and purchased a cheap cleaning bucket and some towels to clean up the tea
mixture.
The rest of the props, the blanket, pocket knife, bags, clothing (in the bags), the
apple, etc. were all to be pretty banal and generic looking. In total, the original props list
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had some 40 items on it (Figure 27). This did not change much through the course of the
build process.
3.6 Lighting
Early on Monty and Technical Supervisor Brian Kerby had talked about the pros
and cons of using industrial lights versus using LEDs placed in (designed) light fixtures
to mimic industrial lights.
Having chosen the latter, I came up with a basic design for the light boxes (figure
28). At first I chose a more trapezoidal shape, similar to florescent light fixtures I had
seen (Figure 29). However, when I made a decision to add frosted panels to the fixtures
to both hide the LEDs and also help diffuse the light more, Wasilewski, who was building
them, suggested they needed to be more rectangular for that to work. I changed the shape
of the design to accommodate the more important choice of diffusion.
I chose to keep the boxes in raw plywood to suggest that they were part of the
world of the container and its structure. I felt that painting them would somehow separate
them too much from that world. Since the container itself was stylized the plywood
stayed within the spirit of the design.
I determined that we should hang the light boxes so that the base of the box was at
9’ 10 3/4” from the floor of the theatre, or 1’ 9 1/4” from the top of the container. This
was high enough to get enough throw from the lights within the container, but also low
enough to remain part of the world and keep the light from spilling too much into the
audience.
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The cues for the flashlights and lanterns were set by the director and actors early
in the rehearsal process. The cues for the overhead lights were set in rehearsal once we
were on the stage because we had decided to have the over lights called by the stage
manager. The basic premise was that when the agent entered the overhead lights would
turn on. We also added a cue on page 17 when Jemal starts to laugh about Asha’s letter to
the Queen. We did not pay particular attention to the light cues mentioned in the script as
the director wanted a slightly different flow for the action.
One technical aspect of each cue for the overhead lights was to create a flicker
type effect to mimic the way fluorescent lights turn on and off. This effect was also to be
repeated in a more pronounced fashion when the container was removed from the truck
and placed on the train to England on pages 44-45. I wanted to create a feeling of the
power being disconnected from the truck.
The level and colour of the lights was something the director and I only discussed
in detail once we were on the stage. By using LED lights in the boxes, we had a variety
of colour to choose from, and we chose to wait until we could see it live to make any
final decisions. The one decision made early on is that the light would be rather white in
colour, as to mimic fluorescent, and that the colour and level we chose would remain
constant in all cues.
3.7 Testing Sound in the Container
From early on, there was some resistance to placing actors in a plexiglass box.
Viczko, suggested early on that we build a test box to see how the sound would work.
Her fear was that once the container was built, the plexiglass would have to be removed
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because we couldn’t hear the actors. There was also resistance at the idea of using
microphones, as this was not standard practice in the division of Drama.
Throughout this process I was rather worried. I was worried that decisions would
be made about the design on tests that may be faulty. From the get go, Azri and I went
into various closed off containers and shelters to test sound. I came to two conclusions
from these experiments. One is that there would be a bit of an echo and tinny quality to
the voices as this is normal in closed spaces. I also realized that until the actual container
was built, there would be no real way of knowing how the actors would sound because
the size of the container and the space it was in would all effect how loud and distorted
the actors’ voices would be.
We did however build a test container. It was much smaller and in a space with a
much higher ceiling (The Reeve), than in the back stage of the University Theatre. The
initial results were that the sound did travel well through the open roof of the container.
Because the test container was smaller than the actual container the sound quality was
fairly distorted in terms of echo. This however would be rectified in a larger container
space.
It was concluded that with minimal microphone support the actors would, in fact,
be heard quite well in the space. This was further proven once we were in the actual
container in the University Theatre a few weeks later. Even with no microphones, we
could hear most of the lines from the actors. Once the various microphones were placed
by the sound technician Colin Barden and tested, we had no loss of voices at all. It did
take some finicking with EQs and volume balance to get it just right so that not only did
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we not miss any of the actors lines, but that it hardly sounded like we using microphones
as all.
3.8 Two Weeks in A Container
Time is both friend and foe in a design process. Because we were given access to
the set two weeks before opening, we had lots of time to make sure that things were right,
and to fine tune the design.
The greatest gift time gave us was, as mentioned earlier, with the sound. The time
allowed us to fine tune how the supporting microphones worked. It also gave the actors
plenty of time to get use to projecting and speaking with diction and emphasis given the
quirky aspects of acting in a closed space.
The time also allowed me to fine tune smaller aspects of the set. Azri asked early
on to have a light switch so that the actors could turn on and off the industrial lights.
When this was placed in the container it looked out of place and lacked a level of reality,
so we added conduit pipe to make it look more functional.
Thankfully the microphones already looked industrial, which made their inclusion
in the set easy. It however took some time to ensure that the wires were properly dressed
so they looked as if they were part of the world of the container.
By the second week with the lighting added, things still looked too clean. My
hopes that the actors would somehow soil the set and costumes on their own was not
working out. I decided to do some painting and some breakdown on the costumes.
Because I was determined that the set not look painted, I carefully used watered down
paint to mimic dirt. Around the toilet I used brown and yellow tones mixed with some
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grey. I did the same throughout the rest of the container with greys, browns, and greens
(Figure 30). I also did some breakdown on the boxes, “spilling” the watered down paint
and sanding parts down so they looked more frayed. I used a wash cloth to dirty and wet
down the areas where people sitting would most damage. I also added shipping labels,
and use a sharpie to make the boxes look like they were being used to ship actual goods.
I also broke down some of the new costume pieces to make them more lived in. I
also started at this point to tell the actors not to hang up their costumes at night, but to
leave them on the floor as to keep them wrinkled and dishevelled. I also asked Connor
Pritchard, the make-up assistant, to make the actors look a little more tired and dirty. I did
not want heavy use of make-up because I did not want it to be noticeable by audience
members sitting so close. Connor went gently giving circles under the eyes and making
the characters look a little less clean looking.
With the character of The Agent, we also greased up his hair a little more. I was a
little leery at first, as I wanted some ambiguity left for him. I did not want him to look too
much like a stock villain character. However when we got the greasyness level right, it
added a certain level of realness to him. It made him look not so much like a villain, but
like a man who had been sleeping in the front seat of a truck for a week.
The last major change to the set and lights came after the first dress rehearsal. I
had designed colour of the lights in degrees calvin, and not by specific colour. However
throughout the tech and dress rehearsal process we kept having to turn the light levels
down. We had originally set the levels at 60%, but each time a light cue came up, the
contrast between the darkness of the flashlight and overhead lights were too hard on the
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eyes. In the end, the lights were only kept at 8%. When we lowered the light intensity
however, the colour became warmer and gave too nice a glow to the set and actors. I
chose at this point to add more green to the light to tone down the warmth. This was a
great idea. It made the actors look more sickly, but also brought the dirt out more in the
set.
Chapter 4 - Final Thoughts
4.1 - Final Thoughts: Contained by Process
Like all artistic processes hindsight is 20/20. It is easy once a project is over to see
mistakes and successes, which sometimes are harder to see when you are in the process
itself.
I suppose that part of the reflection is thinking about how you would do things
differently, or things you would change. The biggest one of these is the padded suit for
Ahmad. My stubbornness in this matter led to last minute change that was not
particularly fair to the actor. I am somewhat blessed in that he was gracious enough to go
with the last minute change. I learned a lesson to not do that again, and allow for time to
research the best solution well in advance of production.
With that said, I hated how the padding looked on him. From 40 feet away, or 20
feet away I am sure it would have looked fine. However from four feet away, it looked
fake. Maybe I should have pushed harder for a line change. Since we ended up well under
budget, despite the overage in set, I could have found a better solution to the cloth padded
suit I chose. Perhaps a more purpose built suit in some other material would have worked
better. Although I am still not sure it would have helped with the fact the actors face
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would not have matched his body. In my drive to keep things as real as I could with the
actors, I had a hard time with having one character that had to, in the end, make
completely fake with face prosthetics and a padded body suit to meet the requirements of
lines in the play.
The play itself is specific in its casting requirements. From early on, I was not
sure Azri would be able to fill the roles as required, based on the ethnic background of the
characters. In order to meet those requirements, Azri made a compromise in choosing an
actor that did not have the body type for Ahmad. This means in the end, in a play that was
meant to give an authentic experience, would have lost a level of authenticity for me no
matter how good the fakery was.
The wooden prop gun was also something I was not all that happy with. It did not
have the right weight to it, which made it look more fake to me than real. I am not sure if
anyone else noticed. However, I stuck with my decision because by the time I noticed it
bothered me it was too late to go through all the regulatory permits and protocol involved
with using a decommissioned firearm or fashioning a fake one out of a better material.
Perhaps too much wishful thinking about the actors learning to act the weight of the gun,
something I had discussed with Azri, also hampered my decision.
My drive to have the dirt and grime be natural is also something I either should
have pushed for earlier on, or decided to create on my own earlier on. People often joke
that actors break things, and make a mess of sets. For some reason however, in this
process with food and drink on stage, there was little of that. This meant that close to the
end, I had to come in and paint.
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The lights were a similar issue. I am not sure what would have been a better
choice, leaving the control of the overheard lights to the actors using the switch on stage,
or giving that control to the stage manager and light board operator as we did. In every
rehearsal and performance I saw, there was at least one of the cues to turn on or off the
lights that was noticeably missed by the stage manager. In her defence, most of the on
cues were done in very low light, and therefore hard to see. Giving control to the actors
would also have been problematic for the cues such as the transfer on to the train, and the
curtain call at the end. Perhaps a more noticeable action of the actors turning the lights on
and off would have helped the stage manger, but again this is a fine line to walk. Would a
more noticeable set up make the action of turning the lights on and off make it even less
real then it already was? In a way there is no simple answer to this question.
All of these problems arose from two choices made early in the process. The
choice of having very stylized set, meant I felt that the costumes and props had to have a
very high level of authenticity to balance it out. In the cases where I compromised the
authenticity, in the case of the gun for instance, or refused to make decisions I felt were
inauthentic, like the padded suit, are the areas the design failed. In a way, I became
contained in my own process, and a certain inflexibility. The choice to treat the set more
as an installation, also blurred some of my choices. In an installation, making a choice to
be deliberately fake, is a choice on its own because the installation it is about an idea. In
installation striving to be authentic means to be authentic to the idea or themes you are
exploring in your work. In theatre this is also the case but we must also be authentic to
the script. This constant pushing to remain authentic to the idea, aesthetics and themes of
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The Container, led to forgetting about certain details of the script. This is something to
keep in mind when trying to blur the lines of installation art and theatre.
The only last complaint on my part about this process was the decision made by
the production manager, producer, and front of house to add extra seats outside the
upstage area. This decision, one beyond my control, affected the design and experience
for the audience, one I am not sure worked for them. By sitting outside of the
parliamentary configuration, I am not sure they got the same experience as the rest of the
audience.
Over all however, I think the design itself worked. Each public performance I saw
there were some audience members who tried to sit in the main seating area of the
University Theatre, some of them arguing with front of house staff about it. It may be
presumptuous in saying this, but those instances showed to me that the set in some way
did disrupt the space in some way.
In all of this I have gained a new appreciation for the role and work of a designer.
I am often a very harsh critic of theatre I see. Mostly because somewhere a choice was
made to compromise on some level, which lowered the stakes and authenticity for all
involved. I am usually a fan of abstract, and metaphorical designs. In the case of The
Container, I chose to design a set that was an embodiment of containment and that
created a sense of voyeurism for the audience. My choices on the whole supported these
ideas, and remained authentic to those themes. In using a style more attuned to
installation art, I believe the set created a sense of unease that supported the plight of the
characters in play, and those watching it. In the areas I strayed from this are the areas the
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design was not as strong. I however, don’t think they were enough to distract from the
overall message and political nature of the play.
Finally, at the beginning of this process I questioned if it was possible to do this
play in a way other than in an actual container. Though we never got to do a direct
comparison, I think that The Container can be successfully produced outside of a
shipping container. As a political play, with an important message about refugees, one
could say that the more people that see it the better. In exploring the themes of
containment and using the audience’s voyeurism in the design allowed us to create an
environment that managed to get this important message to a wider audience. Because I
believe so deeply in the message of this play, this was the most rewarding part of the
experience.
Chapter 5 - Addendum
5.1 Addendum
Upon further reflection after my oral defence, I feel that there are three questions
that need to be answered about my design for The Container. One question deals with
other design possibilities. The second and third questions are about my process as an
artist. Is there anything that I hoped I would gain in this process that I didn’t, and in
return is there anything that I gained that I did not expect.
In considering the question of other design possibilities, there were quite a few
options when it came to the set design. These included using an actual shipping container
that we opened up on one or two sides. Another was to build a shipping container large
enough to hold the audience of one to two hundred people as well as the actors. These
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two option, along with any others however would all have been to a certain extent
stylized compared to how this play was originally produced. These possibilities were all
things discussed during the design process with the director, and my supervisor.
If my set design was stylized, why not go that direction with the properties and
costumes? The suggestion such as making the character of Ahmad grotesquely obese as a
representation of his greed were offered by a committee member. After some careful
thought about this my answer is, no. It is not that I am not open to possibilities, but in this
particular case there were two things that made me strive as intensely as I did to create as
real a world as possible inside the container:
1) The intent of Clare Bayley.
2) Fear of cultural appropriation.
In the case of the intent of the playwright Clare Bayley, it seemed to me that this
play was meant to be as real an experience as possible to the audience and the actors.
That the audience would be pushed to political action by giving them as real an
experience of being a refugee as possible, and that that sense of reality in part stemmed
from the characters seeming like everyday people. In keeping in that spirit, I felt it would
be inappropriate to further dilute the reality in the design.
It became a two part balancing act for me personally when it came to the
authenticity of the costumes. I did not want them to appear appropriated or racist. In
other words I did not want them to come off as a white man’s idea of a muslim woman, or
man. In part this is why I chose to give the actors as much agency as I did when it came
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to the wearing of head coverings. For the characters those decisions would have been
deeply personal, so I chose to let the decision be deeply personal for the actor.
The second part of this balancing act between trying to achieve authenticity has
very much to do with my time spent in the Middle East. Even though my time in that part
of the world was a long time ago, and I was quite young the first time, living there deeply
shaped how I saw these characters.
In the case of The Container, this is where the plight of the characters became so
very personal, and the ensuring I designed costumes as authentic as possible became
paramount. In my time living in Israel and Egypt, I saw first hand many of the terrible
problems war and poverty has brought to the people of the Middle East. These issues
were impossible to ignore, even as young as age six, because I saw them every day.
Living or travelling in many of the countries, even at a very young age, meant that
one had to be aware of the politics and practices in each location. In Damascus for
instance, one had to be very aware to not be anywhere near the main square on Fridays.
On a visit to that city my father explained that after prayers on Friday morning, the
square became the place where executions and corporal punishment were performed. If
you were caught near the square, the police would force you to go and watch, to ensure
there was a full crowd. If you did not cooperate and watch, you risked being next week’s
victim.
In Israel, when I was seven, I went through my first terror attack. On April 22,
1979, members of the Palestine Liberation Front came down the coast from Lebanon to
Nahariya where we lived. The attack happened on the beach and at an apartment building
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about one block from ours. My parents and I were woken up by the sounds of gunfire. I
went into a panic. Not long after that the air raid signal went off. My first instinct (even at
age seven) was to run for the bomb shelter. My father tried to calm my mother and I
down telling us to just get far from the windows and exterior walls.
Not long after another Canadian UN observer who lived in our building knocked
on our door. He explained that the Israeli Defence Force (IDF) had set up a machine gun
on the balcony below ours, and that he was off to check on the Australian family who
lived on the round floor. My father then asked my mother and I to help him barricade the
door with all our furniture, and then to hide in the bathtub, covered in pillows and
blankets. I don’t remember much after that other that hearing the ra-tat-tat of the machine
gun below us, and the vibrations rattling all the windows and dishes. It felt like we were
in that bathroom for hours.
Some time later we heard a knock on the door again, it was the same Canadian
officer and our downstairs neighbour, who was an IDF officer. They came to tell us that it
was all over. It was not long after that revelation that the aftermath started to unfold.
The apartment building attacked was next to a building an American friend of
mine lived. In the actual building lived the pregnant wife of one of the American
observers, who happened to be away on post in Lebanon. She was Filipino, and evidently
had been spared by the attackers because she was so dark skinned. She was soon at our
place, and stayed with us until her husband was allowed to cross the border two days later
because it had been closed. In the days after we had learned that two local kids, one we
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saw at the local playground regularly, had been killed. Collectively, we the UN kids, were
not allowed to go very far unsupervised anymore.
In my second time living in the Middle East I was older, 13/14 years old. During
that time I was already acutely aware of how things worked in the Middle East. In my
time in Cairo, a neighbour was taken away in the night, never to be seen again. His wife
we were told fled the country. This was not an uncommon thing to happen in Egypt. Men
in suits or army uniforms often showed up places and took people away. Police regularly
beat people for minor infractions. You did your best to look away as to not be next, even
if you were a foreigner with a special passport.
My last week before returning home to Canada in 1986 was spent in a familiar
hotel in Jerusalem. My father had known the owner and his late father since his first
posting in that part of the world, and had stayed in their hotels in Amman and in
Jerusalem. On this last visit, things were sad not only because we were leaving, but
because the man was about to sell his Jerusalem hotel. The man’s oldest son had gotten
involved in the beginnings of the what would become the First Intifada. He had been
detained for throwing rocks at IDF personnel in East Jerusalem. The son was soon
deported to Jordan. Since the son’s detention and deportation, the Israeli officials were
making it impossible for the man to renew his business licenses, thus forcing him to sell
his business.
These very real events, happening to very real people in front of me, were part of
how I saw every character in this play. Ahmad was the man forced to sell his hotel
because of choices made by his son and a change of political circumstance. Mariam was
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our neighbour who fled when her husband was taken away. All the characters come from
places where public executions are a normal occurrence. All the characters come from
places where children get caught in the cross fire and where being on the wrong side of
who is in power can cost you your livelihood or your life.
These things to me are not news stories, they are a part of who I am at the core.
Having gone thought these events during the formative years of my life, they have deeply
shaped my view of the world. To not reach as high a level of authenticity in the costume
design was not only not serving the play, but it was failing all of these people I had come
across in my life. Their all too very real stories required nothing less but my best effort.
These feelings were also integral to the design of the properties in the play. If the objects
the characters interact with did not seem real or authentic, it would somehow diminish
the reality of the characters.
Which brings me to my final point. Was there anything gained that I was not
expecting to? This along with question of was anything lost was mentioned in my
defence in reference to Marcel Duchamp. Duchamp has been for a very long time a bit of
a hero of mine. At the very core of his art, Duchamp questioned the very meaning of what
art is. He took great risks in his art, by pushing the boundaries of what was acceptable at
the time.
In my early theatre training I spent most of time in acting classes. I was never a
very good actor, and most of the criticism I received boiled down to two things. First was
that I did not take enough risks, and second was that I did not allow myself to be
vulnerable enough. It took some time and growing up to figure out that those issues arise
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from the fact that I am a deeply private man. This need for privacy extends into my
process as an artist. I gravitated towards design, painting, and photography primarily
because the process was for the most part solitary and private. Throughout my artistic
practice this has meant that I don’t draw, paint, or design well with other people around. I
prefer being alone. In being alone, I can take risks and be vulnerable enough to produce
what I feel is something good and worthwhile
Being alone is hard in theatre which is a collaborative process. It is even harder
when working towards a Master of Fine Arts in which your artistic statement and defence
are all about exposing your process. I have never been one to keep a journal because to
me that felt like I was violating my process by leaving some tangible proof of
vulnerability. So in writing my artist statement I have found that bit by bit, I am gaining a
general dislike for the process of design in general. I have gained a fear in taking risks
and an inability to find the vulnerability I need to make art I feel is authentic, and
thoughtful.
It is certainly not the outcome I was expecting at the end of this process because
what I gained and lost are the same thing. I once questioned in an art education theory
and practice class if the academic university setting was the best place to train artist.
Schools can teach the basics in the actual technique of making art, and foster good
communication skills in order to work in the current model of the artistic industry (fine
art, music, theatre, dance). However art is also often a deeply personal thing, and each
artist has a very personal process in turning ideas or emotions into art. Perhaps the
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biggest thing I gained was a personal understanding that perhaps the academic process of
an MFA is not right for every artist, that it may not have been right for me.
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Appendix

Figure 1. Interior theatreR space. Calgary, Alberta, April 17, 2015. Michael
Sinnott.

Figure 2. Interior theatreR space. Calgary, Alberta, April 17, 2015. Michael
Sinnott.
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Figure 3. Two Undiscovered Amerindians Visit The Walker Centre, Minneapolis.
Beautiful Trouble. Elizabeth Ginsberg.

Figure 4. Interior of moving truck. GT Carlot.
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Figure 5. Shipping container doors. Budget Shipping Containers
VECTORWORKS EDUCATIONAL VERSION

VECTORWORKS EDUCATIONAL VERSION

Figure 6. 3D Rendering in Vectorworks of the container. Michael
Sinnott.
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Figure 7. Camper by FOS and Kennth A. Balfelt. National Gallery of
Denmark. Copenhagen, Denmark. July 2015.

Figure 8. Ahmad Wali Karzai. The Atlantic. July 2011.
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Figure 9. Ahmad Costume Design. Michael Sinnott.
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The University Of Calgary
Costume Designer: Michael Sinnott
Director: Muhammad Azri

The Container

Figure 10. Syrian Refugee. CNN. Anthony Bourdain: Parts
Unknown. Screenshot.

Figure 11. Women in Kabul, Afghanistan in 1970s. Amnesty
International.
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Figure 12. Mariam costume design. Michael Sinnott
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The University Of Calgary
Costume Designer: Michael Sinnott
Director: Muhammad Azri

The Container

The Container

The University Of Calgary
Costume Designer: Michael Sinnott
Director: Muhammad Azri

Figure 13. Young Afghan Girl. Cover of the June 1985 National
Geographic Magazine. Photograph Steve McCurry.

ASHA
Figure 14. Asha Costume Design. Michael Sinnott.
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The University Of Calgary
Costume Desinger: Michael Sinnott
Director: Muhammad Azri

The Container

The Container

The University Of Calgary
Costume Desinger: Michael Sinnott
Director: Muhammad Azri

Figure 15. Costume design for Fatima. Michael Sinnott

	

  	

  
	

  

Figure 16. Costume design for Jemal, Michael Sinnott.
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The University Of Calgary
Costume Desinger: Michael Sinnott
Director: Muhammad Azri

The Container

	

  
Figure 17. Costume Deign for The Agent. Michael Sinnott

Figure 18. Building the model. Michael Sinnott
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Figure 19. Finished Model with characters. Michael Sinnott.

Figure 20. Fatima hijab. Setptember 22, 2015. University of Calgary.
Michael Sinnott.
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Figure 21. Fatima. Sweater and skirt. September 29, 2015. Michael
Sinnott

Figure 22. Fitting with The Agent. September 22, 2015. University
of Calgary. Michael Sinnott.
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Figure 23. Asha. Rejected green t-shirt on left. Chose shirt on right. Setptember 23, 2015.
University of Calgary. Michael Sinnott.

Figure 24. Jemal. September 24, 2015. University of
Calgary. Michael Sinnott.
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Figure 25 Mariam. Jeans, sneakers, jeans, and scarf. September 25,
2015. University of Calgary. Michael Sinnott.

Figure 26. Ahmad. Suit, shirt and loafers. September 25,
2015. University of Calgary. Michael Sinnott.
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Table 1

PROPS LIST: THE CONTAINER
DIRECTOR:
#

PROP

DESIGNER:

MICHAEL SINNOTT

CHARACTER

LOCATION

Muhammad Azri
PAGE #

Consumable

SPECIAL NOTES

1 Palettes

1

——

CONTAINER

NO

SET DRESSING

2 Boxes

1

—-

CONTAINER

NO

SOME USED FOR HIDING

3 Bucket

1

Set dressing

CONTAINER

4 Flashlights (Small)

1

All

ON ACTORS

5 BAG

1

MARIAM

6 BAG

1

ASHA

Hold letter & cloth chewing gum some clothing

7 BAG

1

JEMAL

HOLDS FOOD and personal items

8 BAGS (Bundles)

1

FATIMA

HOLD rice/sugar cloth personal items

9 MONEY belt

1

AHMAD

10 Flashlight (Larger)

4

The Agent

With Actor

11 Water Bottle

7

MARIAM

In her bag

Yes

In Bag (IT IS FULL TO START)

12 Bread

7

MARIAM

In her bag

Yes

In Bag

13 Chocolate bar

7

MARIAM

In her bag

Yes

In Bag

14 VOMIT

10

MARIAM

HIDDEN

YES

She suffers from morning sickness

15 Small (face) cloth

10

ASHA

In her bag

use to clean up Mariam

16 Old Cloths

10

CONTAINER

use by Asha to clean up vomit in containter

17 Plastic Bag

11

CONTAINER

given to Mariam by Jemal “in case”

18 Cloth

11

FATIMA

CONTAINER

used by Asha to shield Fatima on the bucket

19 Bucket

11

20 Chewing Gum

14

Asha

In her bag

21 Letter

15

ASHA

In her bag

22 Water Bottle (2L)

18

To Ahmad

23 Cloth

22

The Agent

Holds

24 Carrier Bags (2)

22

The Agent

Off Stage

25 Water Bottles (12 X 2L)

22

The Agent

Off Stage

26 American Money ($50)

25

AHMAD

In money belt

He has more than this…but pays the $50

27 American Money ($50)

26

JEMAL

In his shoes

Has “$50”

28 American Money

27

Asha

Her Jeans?

Some notes - not enough for 2 (so not $100)

29 Watch

27

Asha

Her Jeans?

“Battered old watch” Old timex/citizen

30 BAGS (Bundles)

28

FATIMA

CONTAINER

HOLDS rice/sugar/cloths

31 Rice

28

FATIMA

her bags

Plastic bag of rice

32 Sugar

28

FATIMA

her bags

Plastic bag of sugar

33 Coins (Euro)

29

MARIAM

Her pockets

She gives some coins to Jemal

34 Gun

31

MARIAM

her bags

35 Apple

38

Jamal

His Bag

36 Pocket KNIFE

38

JEMAL

His Pocket

37 Cloth

39

JEMAL

CONTAINER

38 Bread

40

ALL

YES

They are eating. Brought by the agent

39 Tins of food

40

ALL

YES

The are eating from them. Brought by agent

40 Spoons

40

USED LATER AS TOILET PG 11

NO

Holds Food, Gun, Water personal items

HOLDS MONEY

Same as above - used as toilet

41 Forks

Gives a piece to Mariam
Letter from the “king” to Queen Elizabeth

Yes

has been circulating
used to cover his face to protect from smell
hold bottles of water. Cotton. no markings

YES

Can be re-used bottles.

It is obviously broken
YES

Gives half to Asha
Used to cut apple
Used to over Asha

2

Used to eat from tins

2

Used to eat from tins

Figure 27. Props list for The Container.
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YES

VECTORWORKS EDUCATIONAL VERSION

VECTORWORKS EDUCATIONAL VERSION

Figure 28. Drafting for lighting fixture. Setptember, 2015. Michael Sinnott.

Figure 29. Industrial fluorescent fixture. Home Depot. September 2015.
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Figure 30.Painting the container on October 19, 2015. University of
Calgary. Michael Sinnott
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VECTORWORKS EDUCATIONAL VERSION

VECTORWORKS EDUCATIONAL VERSION

Figure 31. Ground plan and side elevation for The Container. Michael Sinnott.
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Figure 32. Archival photo. Nicole Zylstra for Citrus Photography. School of Creative and
Performing Arts. University Of Calgary

Figure 33. Archival photo. Nicole Zylstra for Citrus Photography. School of Creative
and Performing Arts. University Of Calgary.
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Figure 34. Archival photo. Nicole Zylstra for Citrus Photography. School of Creative
and Performing Arts. University Of Calgary

Figure 35. Archival photo. Nicole Zylstra for Citrus Photography. School of Creative
and Performing Arts. University Of Calgary
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Figure 36. Archival photo. Nicole Zylstra for Citrus Photography.
School of Creative and Performing Arts. University Of Calgary
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Figure 37. Opening Night of The Container. October 20, 2015. Muhammad
Azri.
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:
Cc:

Nicole Zylstra nicole@kinkonauts.com
Re: Hi
April 28, 2016 at 7:36 PM
Michael Sinnott MSINNOTT10@ubishops.ca
Aurelie Maerten scpa@ucalgary.ca

Sorry about the delay! All the best with your thesis, Michael.

I, Nicole Zylstra, give permission to graduate students Michael Sinnott and director Muhammad Azri
Ali, to publish photos taken by me, of the production of The Container at the School of Creative and
Performing Arts, for the purpose of their thesis.
Nicole Zylstra
Nicole Zylstra
Corporate Lead, Artistic Associate
(403)399-2554

Calgary's Improv Laboratory
www.kinkonauts.com
TW: @kinkonauts
FB: facebook.com/kinkonauts
On Thu, Apr 28, 2016 at 7:00 PM, Michael Sinnott <MSINNOTT10@ubishops.ca> wrote:
Hi Nicole and Aurelie
I am sorry I am contacting you personally.
I am writing in regards to using the pictures you took of The Container. I am writing because I have a 4pm deadline tomorrow to get my
paperwork in on time to graduate in June.
I am sorry about the tight deadline. I am was not clear about that earlier.

Best
Mike Sinnott
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Azri Muhammad azri.muhammad@ucalgary.ca
Re: Permission to use Pictures.
April 25, 2016 at 4:28 PM
Michael Sinnott MSINNOTT10@ubishops.ca

Hi Michael,
Yes. You can use my picture of the set of The Container as you wish.
Thanks
Azri
Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 25, 2016, at 4:01 PM, Michael Sinnott <MSINNOTT10@ubishops.ca> wrote:

Hi Azri,
I am writing this e-mail to gain permission to use a picture you took of the set of The Container in my thesis document titled The Container:
A Journey Through Installation, Containment and Politics.
Best,
Michael E. Sinnott
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